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INT. CARRIAGE HOUSE MUSEUM - DAY 

Along the corridor of brazen art work, stumbling along the 
curved wall, KEVIN WHIM (32) stops and peeks around it. He 
stares out and into the open gallery at JUSTICE REESE (33) 
talking to a woman. There is a tap on his shoulder. He 
swiftly turns around to a WOMAN (40's). 

WOMAN 1 
Hello Sir. Are you okay? 

KEVIN WHIM 
I'm well. Just...getting in touch with 
my artistic side. 

He embraces the wall as she stares speechless. 

KEVIN WHIM (CONT'D) 
I'm not a creep...really. 

WOMAN 1 
I'm not sure about that? 

The woman quickly walks away and down the hall of Renaissance 
works. He peeks out again. Justice is gone. A curious Kevin 
peeks over to the other side. He relaxes his shoulders and 
turns to walk and unexpected Justice stands arms folded. 

JUSTICE 
What are you doing here? 

KEVIN WHIM 
I didn't know you worked here. 

JUSTICE 
Well...if you hadn't SEIZED everything 
during the divorce, I wouldn't have to 
work two jobs just to make ends meet. 

KEVIN WHIM 
Here you are...going extreme again. 

JUSTICE 
I should fuck...the both of you...up. 

A jovial MELISSA STARKS is approaching. A now frightened 
Kevin looks back at Melissa and darts a quick glance at 
Justice. 

KEVIN WHIM 
She's just a friend. 
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JUSTICE 
Moving on so quickly these days? 

Melissa holds out both arms perplexed. 

MELISSA 
What happened to you? 

She looks at the expression on his face and at Justice. 

KEVIN WHIM 
Quick bathroom break. 

MELISSA (CONT'D) 
Hi. 

Melissa smiles innocently. Justice stares angrily. Kevin 
grabs Melissa's hand squeezing it. Melissa now startled looks 
down at her hand. 

MELISSA 
What the hell are you doing that 
hurts?! 

KEVIN WHIM 
We really have to go.    ______             

JUSTICE 
I think you two should stay a little 
longer. We're having a tour in a few. 

KEVIN WHIM 
Sorry, we can't stick around. 

MELISSA 
What has gotten into you?! (to 
Justice) Of course we can. 

Justice grabs her for a quick hug and fake plastered smile. 
She scowls at Kevin from behind. 

JUSTICE 
That's just great! 

As they both turn and walk away, Kevin looks back nervously. 
Justice points at Melissa's back. Kevin quickly glances as a 
small sticky note reads "SLOPPY 2nd". Kevin quickly places 
his arm around Melissa's shoulder to cover the note halfway 
and rushes off. 
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